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highly-explosive gun-cotton instead of the comparatively safe
collodion cotton, especially when he considered the danger of the
mixture of nitro-glycerine and gun-cotton being rolled by the heated
rollers employed in his process.   At any rate, in my opinion, the
patentee intended to leave it open, as uncovered by his patent, to
anyone who should be able to do so, to discover a means of making
a powder by using gun-cotton with nitro-glycerine, and to patent
this further discovery, and the plaintiff cannot be heard to say
that Mr. Nobel's invention covered or was intended to cover such
further discovery.   If Mr. Nobel had claimed the use of the in-
soluble as well as the soluble, his patent might have been held
invalid, for it might have turned out that the insoluble could not
be effectively or usefully employed.   He has not claimed it, and
thereby he made his patent safe.   But he cannot now be heard to
say that a limitation carefully put by him to his claim ought now
to be disregarded in his favour so as to make his patent extend to
that which at its date he did not claim or dare to claim.   One
chemical problem he solved, and he has obtained all the advantage
appertaining thereto which he can legitimately claim.   A further
and distinct problem he left unsolved, and he ought not to be
allowed to take away from the person or persons who ultimately
solved it the benefit of their success.   Nor is his position altered
by his nojv discovering by experiment that he could have used
his process, or some process akin to it, with the insoluble as well as
with the soluble form of nitro-cellulose, so that if he had only
known of it at the time of his specification he might have extended
his discovery and claimed more than he did.   This being the
construction I give to the specification and claim of the patentee,
I have now to consider first whether the patent is valid, and
Secondly, if it be so, whether the defendants have infringed.   In
my opinion, upon the construction I give to it the patent is valid.
The invention was useful and very meritorious, and fonned the
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